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ABSTRACT
Artificial Intelligence (AI) can generate text virtually indistinguishable from text written by humans. A key question, then, is whether
people believe news headlines generated by AI as much as news
headlines generated by humans. AI is viewed as lacking human
motives and emotions, suggesting that people might view news
written by AI as more accurate. By contrast, two pre-registered
experiments on representative U.S. samples (N = 4,034) showed that
people rated news headlines written by AI as less accurate than
those written by humans. People were more likely to incorrectly
rate news headlines written by AI (vs. a human) as inaccurate when
they were actually true, and more likely to correctly rate them as
inaccurate when they were indeed false. Our findings are important
given the increasing adoption of AI in news generation, and the
associated ethical and governance pressures to disclose it use and
address standards of transparency and accountability.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI;
• Computing methodologies → Cognitive science; • General
and reference → Empirical studies; Experimentation; • Applied
computing → Psychology.
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1

INTRODUCTION

One of the applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that has shown
the most promising advances in the last decade is that of generative AI: AI algorithms capable of producing textual, visual, and
auditory content with little no human intervention. To illustrate,
in 2020 the Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3) has been
lauded as the most advanced neural network capable of producing
text—a fictional story, a poem, an answer to a math problem, or
even a programming code—virtually indistinguishable from text
written by a person [5, 26, 29]. Applications of generative AI are
more pervasive than one might think. For instance, leading media
companies such as the Associated Press, Forbes, the New York Times,
the Washington Post, and ProPublica, use AI to generate entire articles from scratch and automatically report on crimes, financial
markets, politics, sporting events and foreign affairs [14, 35]. Generative AI is also increasingly used as an input in the writing process
across several domains—from user- and company-generated content, to institutional communications from public organizations
and governments.
When AI is used to generate content, its role is typically not disclosed. In news articles, for example, the byline is rarely attributed
to an AI algorithm even when an algorithm was used. Without this
disclosure, readers cannot determine whether an AI was used from
the text alone [5, 26, 29]. However, given the potential misuse or
unintended consequences of this new technology [1, 28], ethicists
and policymakers have argued that the use of AI should be disclosed
[14, 37]. Indeed, it’s possible that such disclosure will be mandated
by law [48] as advocated, for instance, in the Algorithmic Justice
and Online Platform Transparency Act of 2021.
How will people perceive news generated by AI once it’s labeled
as such? At the moment, we do not know the answer to this question.
Existing research in the area of generative AI has either focused on
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the technical aspects of text generation (e.g., [5, 26, 29]) or on the
risks and benefits of AI to publishers (e.g., [35]), thereby neglecting
to consider how people will perceive news from AI [22]. News
perceptions play a critical role for the civil society, as trustworthy
news reporting can provide a check on misconduct and corruption
[16] and influence important societal outcomes, from elections to
finance, public policy, and political economy[20, 30]. It is therefore
both timely and important to understand how people will perceive
news generated by AI, which is the focus of the present research.

2

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

We focus on a specific dimension of news perception: that of accuracy — judgments of the veracity of a news item. Accuracy is
an important dimension of news perception because the extent to
which a news item is initially accepted as true determines the extent to which that item is processed and later remembered [15, 25],
and the extent to which it will influence subsequent judgments
[27] even in the face of retractions and corrections [31]. As such,
accuracy perceptions have received considerable attention in the
literature [41].
There are two opposing theoretical perspectives related to the
perceived accuracy of AI-generated news. The first predicts that
news from AI would be perceived as more accurate than news
from human reporters. AI is typically viewed as lacking human
desires, motives, and emotions [18, 19]. These qualities might be
incorporated into how people judge content generated by AI—as
being relayed impartially and dispassionately or, in other words,
as more truthful. Furthermore, people appreciate algorithms more
than humans for tasks that are impersonal [3], require objectivity
[8] or impartiality [24]. As people want journalism to be impartial
and neutral [42], this AI appreciation account predicts that people
would perceive news from AI as more accurate than news from
human reporters, with higher trust ascribed to AI than human
reporters.
The alternative account is grounded in people’s resistance toward replacement of humans by automated systems [11, 21, 36].
This line of research has shown that people are averse to AI supplanting humans, on the grounds that AI is unable to adapt to
mutable, unpredictable, or unique contexts [13, 32, 33] and that it
lacks empathy and experiential abilities [8, 34]. Moreover, news
production might be considered a morally laden task, and people
view it inappropriate for AI to make moral decisions [4]. Thus, the
competing AI aversion account predicts that people would perceive
news from AI as less accurate than news from human reporters,
with lower trust ascribed to AI than human reporters.

3 EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2
3.1 Method
We tested these competing predictions in two large experiments on
samples recruited on the platform Lucid, which uses quota sampling
to provide respondents representative of the U.S. population on age,
gender, ethnicity and geographic region. Experiment 1 employed
a between-subject/separate evaluation paradigm: participants saw
either news items tagged as written by an AI or by a human. Experiment 2 employed a within-subject/joint evaluation paradigm:
participants saw both news items tagged as written by AI and by a
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human. We conducted the within-subject experiment to refine the
measurement of accuracy, as the evaluability of the writer should be
more salient in a joint paradigm [23]. Our main dependent variable
was perception of news accuracy, and our secondary dependent
variable was trust toward the reporter.
Datasets, preregistrations of sample sizes, dependent variables,
primary analyses, and all experimental materials are available on
the Open Science Framework at https://bit.ly/2YVyh8z. These experiments were conducted under the approval by the Boston University
Institutional Review Board, Protocol No. 4408E.

3.2

Participants

The preregistered samples were 3,000 participants for Experiment
1 and 1,000 for Experiment 2, recruited on the platform Lucid. In
total, we recruited 3,029 participants (1,469 female, 1,560 male) in
Experiment 1, and 1,005 (490 female, 515 male) in Experiment 2.

3.3

Design

3.3.1 Experiment 1. In a 2-cell, between-subject design and across
three experimental waves, participants were randomly assigned to
a condition in which they saw news items tagged as written by an
AI reporter or a condition in which they saw news items tagged as
written by a human reporter.
3.3.2 Experiment 2. In a 2-cell, within-subject design, participants
saw both news items tagged as written by an AI and by a human
reporter.

3.4

Materials

All news items comprised a text headline and an accompanying
photo. We used real news headlines and real photos that appeared in
news outlets at the time of the experiment. We focused on headlines
rather than full articles because news consumption largely occurs
at the level of headlines, as is often the case on social media [17].
We omitted information about the outlet given research indicating
that publisher information has no effect on accuracy perceptions
[12]. To assess whether the effect of AI disclosure was moderated
by the news’ actual veracity (whether the news was objectively
accurate or inaccurate), we predetermined whether each news item
was true or false by relying on the fact-checking site Snopes.com.
As it was important to compare subjective ratings of accuracy (a
continuous measure of accuracy and our dependent variable) with
an objective measure of accuracy (a binary measure of veracity),
we did not consider news that Snopes.com had rated as “mostly
false,” “mostly true,” “mixture,” “unproven,” “miscaptioned,” or “misattributed.” We report in the appendix in Table A.1 and Table A.2
the list of news headlines by experiment, experimental wave, and
date of fact-checking.
In Experiment 1, participants saw a total of 30 news items in
wave one (15 true news; 15 false news); a total of 36 news items
in wave two (15 true news from wave one, plus 3 novel true news;
15 false news from wave one, plus 3 novel false news); and a total
of 42 news items in wave three (15 true news from wave one,
plus 3 true news from wave two, plus 3 novel true news; 15 false
news from wave one, plus 3 false news from wave two, plus 3
novel false news). We leveraged the three waves to add novel news
to account for the potential effect of the “age” of the news—the
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amount of time a certain news had been accessible to the public—as
novelty affects reactivity to news [46]. In Experiment 2, participants
saw a total of 20 news (10 true; 10 false). Stimuli are available at
https://bit.ly/2YVyh8z.

3.5

Procedure

Participants read that they would be presented with news headlines
that had appeared on various outlets and social media platforms,
and that these headlines may had been written by human reporters
or by artificial intelligence (AI) reporters. We described AI reporters
as “algorithmic processes that convert data into narrative news texts
with limited to no human intervention beyond the initial programming choices” [7]. To rule out the potential role of believing that
AI reporters had differential access to sources or were differentially
skilled at data mining, we clarified that “human or AI reporters
wrote these news headlines based on information available to them
and to the news outlets employing them at the time in which the
news headline was written.”
Participants were then randomly assigned to one of two conditions as per the respective experimental design (between-subject
in Experiment 1, and within-subject in Experiment 2). Then, participants viewed the news items one at a time and in random order.
Our pre-registered and primary dependent variable was news accuracy, measured after each news item as follows: “To the best of
your knowledge, how accurate is this news headline?” 1 - Not at all
accurate, 4 - Very accurate [38]. Our pre-registered and secondary
dependent variable was trust toward the reporter, measured at the
end of the survey with two items: “To what extent do you trust [a
human reporter / an AI reporter] to write accurate news headlines?”
(1 - Do not trust at all, 5 - Trust completely), “To what extent do
you think [a human reporter / an AI reporter] is capable of writing
accurate news headlines?” (1 - Not at all, 5 - Very much).
As pre-registered, we also collected the following measures as
prior research indicated their relevance for news discernment: risk
appraisals, information seeking behavior, political orientation, religiosity, and demographic variables. Although included in the preregistration, we made no a-priori hypotheses with respect to the potential interactions of these measures with the independent variable,
and therefore acknowledge the exploratory nature of the respective
analyses.
Based on research on the relationship between accuracy judgments and threats [40], we measured risk appraisals by use of severity ratings (“In your opinion, how severe is Coronavirus (COVID19)?” 1 - Not at all severe, 5 - Extremely severe), comparative likelihood estimates (“How likely do you think it is that you will get
infected by the Coronavirus (COVID-19) in the next year?” and
“How likely do you think it is that an average American person
will get infected by the Coronavirus (COVID-19) in the next year?”
0% = Impossible, 100% = Certain), and negative affect (“How concerned are you about COVID-19?” 1 - Not at all, 5 - Extremely).
Based on research on news accuracy and COVID-19 [26] we assessed information seeking behavior (“How often do you check the
news about COVID-19?” 1 Never, 5 - Very often) and recency of
acquisition of information related to COVID-19 (“Have you checked
the news related to COVID-19 in the last five hours?” Yes, No). We
also measured political orientation (“Which of these best describes
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your political view?” Democrat, Republican, Independent, Other) and
religiosity (“Would you say you are:. . . ” A religious person, Not a
religious person, An atheist; “How strongly do you believe in the
existence of a God or Gods?” 1 - Very little, 5 - Very much) because prior relevant work on has indicated their relevance for news
discernment [2]. Finally, we collected demographic information
(age, gender, ethnicity, geographic region, marital status, education,
employment).
At the end of the survey, and in line with prior research [38],
participants were asked (i) if they had searched for any of the headlines while responding to the survey, and (ii) if they had responded
randomly at any point. A manipulation check in Experiment 1 assessed whether participants correctly recalled that the headlines
they had viewed had been generated by a human or an AI reporter.
Upon completion of the survey, participants could follow a link to
know which of the news items were true and which were false.

3.6

Results

As pre-registered, we performed the main analyses at the level of
individual accuracy perceptions ratings (i.e., one data point per
news item per participant) using a linear regression with robust
standard errors clustered on participant.
3.6.1 Experiment 1. Perceived Accuracy. A linear regression with
robust standard errors clustered on participant on the individual
accuracy perceptions ratings (i.e., one data point per news item per
participant) revealed that tagging news items as written by an AI
was associated with an average reduction in perceived accuracy
of 7.6pp (SE 1.5pp, p < .001) compared to the control condition, in
which news items were tagged as written by a human (Column
1; Table 1). Regression specifications with news item fixed effects,
which allowed for baseline accuracy rating to vary with the news
(Column 2), and separately for true (Column 3) and false news (Column 4), yielded the same conclusions. The effect was directionally
larger for false news than true news, but the two effects were not
statistically different (p = .359). The negative effect of AI disclosure
emerged for 41 out of the 42 news items tested and ranged from
-20pp to 3pp across news. These results are based on the entire
dataset: we did not remove responses by those who (i) reported
searching on Google (15% of the sample), (ii) reported responding
randomly 22% of the sample), or (iii) failed the manipulation check
(i.e., if they incorrectly recalled whether the reporter was AI or
human; 18% of the sample). Statistical conclusions do not change if
we restrict analysis to those who did not search on Google, did not
respond randomly, or passed the manipulation check. Thus, these
results, shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, strongly supported aversion
toward algorithmic reporting.
Trust. A t-test on the average of the two items measuring trust (r
= .635, p < .001) revealed that participants trusted AI reporters less
than human reporters (M AI = 2.57, SD = 0.90; M Human = 3.30, SD =
0.97; t(3016.7) = 21.51, p <.001), again supporting aversion toward
algorithmic reporting.
Mediation. To further probe aversion toward algorithmic reporting, we explored whether trust mediated the effect of reporter on
perceived accuracy. To do so, we averaged all the responses for
each participant, and then conducted a mediation using linear models for the mediation and outcome equations (1,000 simulations;
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Figure 1: Results of Experiment 1: Negative effect of AI disclosure on perceptions of news accuracy by news item
Table 1: Results of Experiment 1: Negative effect of AI disclosure on perceptions of news accuracy by regression specification

AI reporter condition
M
SD
Sample
Item FE
Observations
Adjusted R 2

Perceptions of News Accuracy
(1)
(2)
(3)
-0.076***
-0.076***
-0.068***
(0.015)
(0.015)
(0.018)
2.56
2.56
2.72
1.04
1.04
1.03
All
All
True News
No
Yes
Yes
109,068
109,068
54,534
0.001
0.093
0.059

(4)
-0.085***
(0.017)
2.41
1.02
False News
Yes
54,534
0.085

Mediation Package for R; [45]). Note that this analysis requires the
assumption of sequential ignorability, which is quite stringent and
implies that there are no unmodeled variables that affect both the
trust and accuracy. The effect of reporter (human vs. AI) on trust
was significant (β = -.73, p < .001, CI: [-.80, -0.67]), and trust (specifically, α*reporter + β*trust + ϵ) had a significant effect on perceived
accuracy (β = .169, p = < .001, CI: [.155, .183]). The indirect effect of
reporter on perceived accuracy through trust was significant (β =
-.12, p = < .001, CI: [-.14, -.11]). These results further corroborated
aversion toward AI reporting.
Treatment Effect Heterogeneity. To analyze treatment effect heterogeneity based on the additional variables we collected, we used
the causal forest approach of Wager and Athey [47], which relies on random forests to estimate the conditional treatment effect
(CATE; i.e., the treatment effect conditional on observed covariates).
We employed this machine learning method because we did not
have strong a-priori hypotheses on which variable would predict

treatment effects and in which direction, and this method does
not overfit the data while allowing to include many covariates in
the estimation of the treatment effect [47]. We used this method
as follows. Our outcome metric was the average accuracy rating
across all news items per participant. We used 50% of our sample
to train the forest and the other 50% to estimate the heterogeneous
treatment effects. We included as covariates the following variables:
risk appraisals (risk for self, risk for others, severity, concern), information seeking behavior, recency of acquisition of information
related to COVID-19, political orientation, religiosity, demographics
(age, gender, ethnicity, geographic region, marital status, education,
employment), and experimental wave. We treated categorical variables as dummy variables (one-hot encoding). We added additional
columns to denote missing variable status for the cases when risk
appraisals were not observed; the corresponding missing column
was filled in as a 0. For the estimation, we used 10,000 trees and
a minimum node size of 5. Although there was variation in these
CATEs, the confidence intervals were wide enough to include the
average treatment effect for all observations, which means that we
were not able to precisely estimate heterogeneous treatment effects
based on the variables examined.
We also conducted the test of Chernozhukov et al. [9] to see
whether the estimate of the CATE was predictive of the true treatment effects. The coefficient on ‘mean calibration’ was close to 1
and precisely estimated, meaning that the mean prediction of the
causal forest was correct. However, the coefficient on Heterogeneous Treatment Effect was negative and not precisely estimated.
For the CATE estimates to pick up meaningful heterogeneity, the coefficient should instead have been positive and statistically different
from 0. This provides further evidence that the variables examined
did not precisely predict heterogeneity in treatment effects.
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Table 2: Results of Experiment 2: Negative effect of AI disclosure on perceptions of news accuracy by regression specification

AI reporter
condition
M
SD
Sample
Item FE
Observations
Adjusted R 2

Perceptions of News Accuracy
(1)
(2)
(3)
-0.145***
-0.142***
-0.140***
(0.015)
(0.015)
(0.020)
2.62
2.62
2.71
1.01
1.01
1.01
All
All
True News
No
Yes
Yes
20,120
20,120
10,060
0.005
0.093
0.059

(4)
-0.143***
(0.019)
2.52
1.00
False News
Yes
10,060
0.085

3.6.2 Experiment 2. Perceived Accuracy. A linear regression with
robust standard errors clustered on participant on the individual
accuracy perceptions ratings (i.e., one data point per news item
per participant) revealed that tagging news items as written by AI
was associated with an average reduction in perceived accuracy
of 14.5pp (SE 1.5pp, p < .001) compared to the control (Column 1,
Table 2). A regression specification with news item fixed effects,
which allowed for the baseline response to vary with the news item
(Column 2), and separately for true (Column 3) and false news (Column 4) yielded the same results. The negative effect of AI disclosure
emerged for all news items, ranging from -24 to -7. The results of
the analysis are based on the entire dataset: we did not remove
responses by those who (i) searched on Google (17% of sample) or
(ii) responded randomly (18% of sample). Statistical conclusions do
not change if we restrict the analyses to those who did not search
on Google or responded randomly. Overall, Experiment 2 replicated
Experiment 1 and pointed to an even larger effect, again supporting
aversion towards algorithmic reporting. The results are shown in
Table 2 and Figure 2.
Trust. A t-test on the average of the two items measuring trust (r
= .607, p < .001) revealed that participants trusted AI reporters less
than human reporters (M AI = 2.75, SD = .89; M H uman = 3.39, SD =
1.00; t(1975.6) = 15.19, p <.001), again supporting aversion toward
algorithmic reporting.
Mediation. To account for the fact that participants were treated
for some news items and not others (i.e., viewed some news items
tagged as written by an AI reporter but not others), we used a
multi-level mediation model to analyze Experiment 2. Specifically,
we modeled both the mediation and outcome equations as mixed
models with participant random effects (1,000 simulations; Mediation Package for R; [45]). The effect of reporter (human vs. AI) on
trust was significant (β = -.64, p < .001, CI: [-0.66, -0.63]), and trust
had a significant effect on perceived accuracy (β = .14, p <.001, CI:
[.12, .16]). The indirect effect of the reporter on perceived accuracy
through trust was significant (β = -.09, p < .001, CI: [-.10, -.08]).
These results replicated those of Experiment 1.
Treatment Effect Heterogeneity. As Experiment 2 used a joint evaluation paradigm and had fewer observations then Experiment 1,
we conducted a different test of heterogeneity than the one we used
in Experiment 1. Specifically, we computed an individual treatment
effect by computing the difference in average responses between
treated items (AI) and control items (human) for each participant.

We then regressed the individual treatment effect estimate on the
same covariates as we did in Experiment 1: risk appraisals (risk
for self, risk for others, severity, concern), information seeking behavior, recency of acquisition of information related to Covid-19,
political orientation, religiosity, and demographic variables (gender,
age, income, religion, region, ethnicity, marital status, education).
This regression had an F-statistic of 1.1, indicating that we could not
reject the null hypothesis that all coefficients in the regression are 0.
We also performed a 10-folds cross-validated penalized generalized
linear model (cv.glmnet in R) procedure using the individual treatment effect estimate as the outcome and the same covariates. The
selected glmnet model placed zero weight on all the explanatory
variables. Together, these results indicate that none of the covariates had a strong enough correlation with the treatment effect for
us to be able to precisely estimate conditional average treatment
effects given our sample size.

4

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Across two large pre-registered experiments on representative U.S.
samples, we examined how disclosing use of AI in news generation
affected news accuracy perceptions. The results strongly corroborated the AI aversion account: disclosing the use of AI led people
to believe news items substantially less, a negative effect explained
by lower trust toward AI reporters. The effect was robust to experimental paradigm (separate and joint evaluations), respondents’
characteristics (risk appraisals, information seeking behavior, political orientation, religiosity, and demographics), and emerged for
every single news item that we included (with one exception in
Experiment 1), indicating robustness across actual news veracity
and age/novelty.
This research makes two theoretical contributions. First, it builds
on and extends the literature on psychological responses to automated systems and on human-machine interaction [11, 21, 36],
indicating new – and perhaps surprising - depths to this AI aversion
given that past scholarship has shown cases of both AI appreciation
[3, 8, 34] and aversion [6, 13, 32–34]. Though this literature spans
over decades, it has mostly focused on outcome variables such as
stated or revealed preference. Our research is the first to empirically
examine the effect of disclosing use of generative AI on accuracy
perceptions in a context of everyday importance. Even though the
effect we document falls in the domain of news accuracy, the robustness of the negative effect of AI implies that it is likely to generalize
to the many other domains in which AI systems are increasingly
used to generate text—from social media posts, podcast notes, to
institutional communications from corporations and governments.
We make a second theoretical and applied contribution to research on perceptions of news accuracy [15, 25] by documenting a
negative effect of AI disclosure on news perceptions. This effect is
novel, as research on generative AI has largely focused on technical
improvements and people’s ability to discriminate between human
and AI-generated text [5, 26, 29]. Thus, people’s perceptions of
the output of generative AI have largely been neglected. Shifting
the perspective from the technical aspects of text production to
the public is paramount. Adoption of generative AI is likely to
further accelerate and become an industry norm in the coming
years due to its many advantages—efficiencies in coverage, speed,
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Figure 2: Results of Experiment 2: Negative effect of AI disclosure on perceptions of news accuracy by news item
and costs, and tremendous leaps in the capability to generate text
indistinguishable from text generated by humans. As adoption of
AI widens, however, so will the pressure from governance bodies to
disclose its use and address standards of transparency and accountability [14, 37], and to remedy the potential for bias and misuse
[1, 28]. Examining how the public will respond to disclosure of use
of generative AI is thus a somewhat neglected priority [22].
An important implication of our experiments is that calls for
transparency in the use of AI may backfire. Our results point to a
potentially detrimental consequence of disclosing use of generative AI, which may further exacerbate the already declining public
trust in news outlets [10, 43]. However, we wish to note that this
implication may hinge on the assumption that the public views a
human reporter as the default. If this assumption were to shift, and
the public started viewing AI as the default reporter, disclosing use
of AI may have beneficial effects on trust. Future research could
build on our findings and test whether shifts in priors represent
boundary conditions of where our results apply.
Our research has limitations that offer several opportunities for
future research. First, future research could map out the theoretical boundaries of aversion to algorithmic reporting. Even though
our results point to trust as mediating variable, we acknowledge
the limitations of this approach and refrain from making strong
causal claims. Future research could build on our findings both by
testing alternative psychological processes leading to a negative AI
effect, and by exploring whether there are circumstances where the
effect reverses, with people appreciating (rather than derogating)
AI reporters. For instance, recent research has shown that threat
of inequality in medical outcomes or hiring decisions increases
preference for algorithms [4, 24].

A second set of limitations pertains to the stimuli we employed
in our experiments. We focused on news related to the COVID-19
pandemic. Future research could systematically examine whether
relying on AI to generate text may be associated with higher (rather
than lower) accuracy perceptions and overall evaluation as a function of the type of domain. For instance, it is possible that generative
AI could have a positive effect in domains characterized by high
consequentiality for the self (e.g., frivolous versus consequential)
and base-rate uncertainty (e.g., well-known versus unknown). Similarly, although political ideology is correlated with perceptions of
information related to COVID-19 [39], there is nonetheless imperfect overlap, and individuals—who may be polarized ideologically
or engage in motivated reasoning on other issues—may not respond
homogeneously to issues related to COVID. Future research could
explore perceptions of generative AI for news unrelated to COVID,
and test whether our results vary depending on political orientation
and other demographic variables.
Another limitation is that we tested news headlines rather than
whole articles. We made this choice based on considerations pertaining to both external and construct validity. In terms of external
validity, we used headlines because the public largely consumes
news at the level of story headline [44]. In terms of construct validity, it is unclear how people would assess the accuracy of an
article comprising several statements, each statement potentially
varying in perceived accuracy (e.g., it is unclear whether people
would average the perceived accuracy of each statement or weigh
the perceived accuracy of the first statement more, etc.). As our
key variable was accuracy perceptions, we decided to assess perceptions of accuracy of one statement (i.e., a headline), which we
could predetermine to be objectively entirely true or entirely false.
Even though this approach has been adopted by other research
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on accuracy judgments [41], future research could investigate the
effect of AI disclosure on perceptions of accuracy of full articles or
text. For instance, it is possible that AI’s perceived objectivity might
matter more if participants were to read full articles rather than
headlines. Future research could test whether our results replicate
or reverse in the context of full news articles produced by AI.
Overall, this research is only the first step toward understanding
the complex phenomenon of how people perceive generative AI.
Given the speed with which AI systems are being developed and
adopted, we hope this research will spur further investigation of
this important topic.
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Table A.1: List of true news headlines
Code Name
T1
T2
T3
T4
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
10T
11T
12T
13T
14T
15T
16T
17T
18T
19T
20T

21T

Headline
Ivanka Trump Holds Variety of Trademarks in China,
Including One For Coffins
Obama Urged US Pandemic Preparedness in 2014
Trump Praises China for Its ‘Transparency’ on COVID19
Experts and Officials Warned in 2018 US Couldn’t Respond Effectively to a Pandemic
Trump Administration Sends 18 Tons of Personal Protective Equipment to China in Early 2020
Las Vegas Homeless Sleep in ‘Social Distanced’ Parking
Lot
Empire State Building Displays ‘Siren’ Lights During
COVID-19 Pandemic
Amazon Solicits Donations to Help Pay Worker Sick
Leave
World Wrestling Entertainment CEO Vince McMahon
Advises Trump on Reopening the U.S. economy
Trump Golfs And Holds Rallies After Learning About
COVID-19 Threat
Cities Closed Schools and Businesses During the 1918
Pandemic
Trump’s Name To Appear on COVID-19 Stimulus
Checks
Mass Graves Dug in New York’s Hart Island For COVID19 Deaths
CBS News Use Footage from Italy for New York COVID19 Report
Time Magazine Warned About Global Warming and
Pandemic Years Ago
Ohio Man Who Called COVID-19 a ‘Political Ploy’ Dies
from the Disease
Photo Shows Flyer for an ‘End the Lockdown’ Rally
Trump Suggests Injecting Disinfectants as COVID-19
Treatment
President Trump Tweets That Reporters Should Return
‘Noble’ Prizes
2008 Nobel Prize Winner Luc Montagnier Said That
COVID-19 Coronavirus Disease Was Artificially Created in a Lab
Trump Blames Obama for ‘Bad’ COVID-19 Tests

Date it appeared
on Snopes.com
14-Apr-20

Experiment

13-Apr-20
16-Apr-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 1 (wave 1)

1-Apr-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)

31-Mar-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)

31-Mar-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)

31-Mar-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)

25-Mar-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)

16-Apr-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 2)

1-Apr-20
31-Mar-20
15-Apr-20
10-Apr-20
9-Apr-20
9-Apr-20
22-Apr-20
22-Apr-20
24-Apr-20
27-Apr-20
29-Apr-20

1-May-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1))

Exp. 1 (wave 2)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 3)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 3)
Exp. 2
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Table A.2: List of false news headlines
Code Name
1F
2F
3F
4F
5F
6F
7F
8F
9F
10F
11F
12F
13F
14F
15F
16F
17F
18F
19F
20F
21F
22F
23F

Headline
Michigan’s Governor Bans Sale of American Flags,
Plants, Seeds
Experts Recommend to Sanitize Fabric Masks in a Microwave
Seven Children Die in Senegal from COVID-19 Vaccine
Himalayas Visible from Northern India for First Time
in 30 Years
Bill Gates Sued by India Over Vaccination Deaths
Kenyan Government Has Maasai Tribe Whip People To
Enforce Curfew
Plagues Repeated Exactly Every 100 Years
Uninsured Teen Die of COVID-19 After Being Denied
Treatment
Ventilators Found ‘Stashed’ in a Warehouse in New York
Financier George Soros Owns Lab in China Where
COVID-19 Was “Developed.”
Your Coronavirus Stimulus Check Counts Against Your
2020 Tax Refund
Trump Tweets in 2009 That He Would ‘Never Let Thousands of Americans Die From a Pandemic’
News Media Fake Photos of Jacksonville Beaches
CDC Guidelines for Reporting COVID-19 Deaths Artificially Inflate Numbers
The House Gives Itself a $25M Raise in Coronavirus
Aid Bill
Bill Gates and the ID2020 Coalition Are Using COVID19 To Build Global Surveillance State
Nancy Pelosi Visited Wuhan in November 2019
Photo Shows Signs Carried by COVID-19 AntiLockdown Protesters
Nobel Laureate Tasuku Honjo Says COVID-19 Was
‘Man-Made’
Elisa Granato, One of the UK’s First Covid-19 Vaccine
Trial Participants, Has Died
1866 Court Case Bar States from Enforcing SocialDistancing Regulations
CDC Readjusted the COVID-19 Death Toll From 60,000
Down to 37,000
Churches in Kansas City Required to Record List of
Attendees

Date it appeared
on Snopes.com
13-Apr-20
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9-Apr-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
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Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 1 (wave 1)

31-Mar-20
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Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
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Exp. 1 (wave 1))

17-Apr-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)

20-Apr-20
20-Apr-20

27-Apr-20

Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 1)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 2)
Exp. 2
Exp. 1 (wave 2)
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Exp. 1 (wave 3)
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Exp. 1 (wave 3)
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Exp. 1 (wave 3)
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27-Apr-20

Exp. 2

31-Mar-20
22-Apr-20
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27-Apr-20
27-Apr-20
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Exp. 1 (wave 1)

